Expression of nerve growth factor and epidermal growth factor receptors in neural nevi with nevic corpuscles.
The histogenesis of "nevic corpuscles" (NCs) in neural nevi is still controversial. Recent studies have revealed that nerve growth factors (NGFs) and other growth factors [that is, epidermal growth factor (EGF)] could have various paracrine and autocrine functions on Schwann cells and melanocytes. We examined the immunohistochemical expression of NGF and EGF receptors (r) in 15 cases of neural nevi containing NCs along with 37 cases of other benign and malignant melanocytic lesions without neural differentiation (total, 52). Section were prepared from formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded tissues. Monoclonal antibodies to NGFr and EGFr were used with the Avidin-biotin-complex (ABC) technique. We found strong reactivity for NGFr in 14 of 15 neural nevi with a predilection for NCs, but only eight of 37 were positive in the other group of melanocytic lesions without neural differentiation (four Spitz nevi, two melanomas, and two compound nevi). EGFr expression was limited mainly to NCs in four cases of neural nevi. We conclude that neural differentiation and NC formation are associated with NGFr overexpression, whereas EGFr expression is only limited. The relative paucity of NGFr expression in other type of benign and malignant melanocytic lesions supports the view that neural "differentiation" is a distinct process in certain long-standing melanocytic nevi. We postulate that NGFr overexpression may be the result of the reactivation of oncofetal genes that could become manifest in either abnormal schwannian differentiation (as seen in neural nevi), in a neoplastic context (as seen in neural and melanocytic tumors).